
Essential global healing needs – an especially relevant dream – Peter Hesse 
 
Waking up on Sunday morning, 13 November 2022, I did not make notes of my 
dream – of what appeared in my subconscious mind – unlike after receiving rare 
dream messages which should not get lost during the day.  
Therefore, I needed to reconstruct my last night’s mystic reality which had appeared 
in my dream – to further reflect on this dream-message:  
 
1.- One essential global need is to realize that too many individuals believe in the 
supremacy of materialism as a guiding principle. The alternatives LOVE / empathy 
and solidarity in our relationship with other human beings need to be reanimated.  
 
2.- Becoming more conscious of the beauty of diversity in nature as well as in our 
global cultures is another healing need to replace materialism and individual greed.  
 
3.- To emotionally learn to feel the value of peaceful community and transform such 
higher consciousness into LOVE in action is what our humanity needs urgently. 
 
These were the essential 3 healing needs in my dream-message (in my memory). 
 
To receive a guiding message in a dream may not be the most common experience 
a rational human being can expect – but it happened to me – and I am grateful 
to discover that this “spirit” is not demanding, but does offer possibilities! 
 
My rational mind suggests to extend the widely accepted “Golden Rule” (do not 
impose on others, what you do not want to be imposed on you) between lovers of  
all colours and cultures to the business-world.  
Of course, such an extension of a highly accepted basic human value to global 
business needs some inner wake-up process first to realize the most harmful results 
of selfish greed in global action disregarding the Golden Rule. 
 
One week later (after my dream) in November 2022 – www.peter-hesse.info  
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